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Particle Tracking Microrheology of Complex Fluids
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We present a new method for measuring the linear viscoelastic shear moduli of complex fluids.
Using photodiode detection of laser light scattered from a thermally excited colloidal probe sphere,
we track its trajectory and extract the moduli using a frequency-dependent Stokes-Einstein equation.
Spectra obtained for polyethylene oxide in water are in excellent agreement with those found
mechanically and using diffusing wave spectroscopy. Since only minute sample volumes are required,
this method is well suited for biomaterials of high purity, as we demonstrate with a concentrated DNA
solution. [S0031-9007(97)04234-8]

PACS numbers: 83.50.Fc, 83.70.Hq, 83.80.Lz, 83.85.Ei
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Probing the rheological properties within cells is funda
mentally important for understanding biological motility
However, the miniscule volume of cells precludes the u
of standard mechanical and optical rheological techniqu
which require macroscopic sample volumes. Similarl
rheological measurements of purified biomaterials ava
able only in small quantities have also been precluded. M
crorheology, the study of the stress-strain relationship f
small material volumes, may yield methods which ove
come this volume limitation. Early studies have centere
on video tracking the motion of colloidal magnetic bead
driven by an applied magnetic field gradient [1,2]. How
ever, the stresses driving the bead’s motion may be lar
compared to those arising from thermal fluctuations; sin
many complex fluids and biomaterials are fragile with yiel
strains much smaller than unity, magnetic forcing may a
tually alter the local structure around the sphere so th
nonlinear rheological properties are probed. Because
this problem, measuring the linear viscoelastic moduli
biological materials remains an important challenge.

Complex fluids contain extended polyatomic structure
ranging from about one nanometer to several micron
These colloidal structures give rise to viscoelastic rhe
logical behavior, in which energy is partially stored
and dissipated within the material as it is perturbative
sheared. Many equivalent representations exist for qua
tifying an isotropic material’s linear viscoelastic respons
all can be ultimately recast in terms of a single scal
function of time, the stress relaxation modulus,Grstd,
which has a magnitude set by the thermodynamic deriv
tive of stress with respect to strain and relaxation tim
scales set by the decay of the stress autocorrelation fu
tion [3]. Complex Fourier transformation ofGr std can
be used to obtain the frequency-dependent complex sh
modulus,Gpsvd, which has a real part,G0svd, the elastic
storage modulus, and an imaginary part,G00svd, the vis-
cous loss modulus [4]. Since bothG0svd andG00svd arise
from the single functionGrstd, they are not independent
functions but must obey the Kramers-Kronig relations.
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In this Letter, we demonstrate that microscopic trac
ing of the thermally driven motion of a single particle
suspended in a complex fluid can be used to meas
the fluid’s macroscopic linear viscoelasticity over an e
tended frequency range. By extracting the particle’s tim
dependent mean square displacement,kDr2stdl, from its
trajectory measured using laser deflection particle trac
ing (LDPT), we obtainGpsvd from a frequency-dependen
form of the Stokes-Einstein equation. This approach a
sumes that the shear stress relaxation in the locality
the particle is identical to that of the bulk fluid subjecte
to a perturbing shear strain and is valid when the leng
scales of heterogeneity of the discrete structures within
fluid are much smaller than the particle. To test this ne
approach, we compare particle-tracking measurements
Gpsvd with corresponding mechanical and diffusing wav
spectroscopy (DWS) measurements [5,6] for a model po
meric solution, and we find excellent agreement. As wi
DWS, single-particle tracking can be used to measure
viscoelastic moduli over an extended frequency rang
However, LDPT requires a much smaller volume and c
be used with complex fluids in which the aggregation
the probe spheres precludes a simple interpretation
ing DWS.

Our model fluid for testing LDPT is a semidilute solu
tion of polyethylene oxide (PEO) with an average molec
lar weight of 5 3 106 at 3% by mass in water. The
semidilute PEO solution forms a viscoelastic entangl
ment network with an average mesh size ofj ø 1 nm.
Monodisperse polystyrene spheres of radiia  0.26 mm
have been added at a volume fractionf ø 1024 for
LDPT; larger spheres havinga  0.49 mm have been
added atf  1022 to ensure strong multiple scattering
for DWS. LDPT requires only 5ml sample volumes
compared to 300ml for DWS. All measurements have
been made at temperatureT  23 ±C after an equilibra-
tion time of five days.

LDPT is a new light scattering microscopy techniqu
which can detect the trajectory of a moving colloida
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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sphere in two dimensions with Å-scale resolution. A
with some optical tweezers [7], a laser beamsl 
670 nmd is focused by the microscope’s objective on
a sphere. However, by contrast to optical tweezers,
use low laser power (2 mW) so that the optical forc
are smalls,5%d compared to the random entropic force
driving the sphere’s motion in the solution. The fo
ward scattered light is collected by a high numeric
aperture [1.4 NA (numerical aperture)] condenser. If t
sphere moves even slightly away from the beam’s a
the forward scattered light will contain an off-axis in
tensity asymmetry reflecting the sphere’s position. T
intensity asymmetry can be measured in two orthog
nal directions by subtracting the photocurrent of oppo
ing quadrant pairs of a photodiode detector centered ab
the optical axis beyond the condenser. The photoc
rent differences are amplified and converted into vo
ages which yield the spatial coordinates of the spher
center using a prior calibration of displacements gen
ated by a piezoelectricx-y stage. (The voltage varie
linearly for displacements out to 130 nm and exhib
a maximum at 200 nm.) The sphere’s trajectory
obtained by sampling the voltages with a 12-bit A/
converter at rates up to 50 kHz. The spatiotemporal r
olution is 0.01 nmyHz1y2 above 500 Hz, degrading to
1 nmyHz1y2 at 20 Hz due to mechanical resonances of
stage. To avoid wall effects, we consider a sphere at le
3 mm away from the cover slip; the sphere is initially ce
tered in the beam using feedback from the photodiode
control thex-y stage.

The trajectory of a sphere in the PEO solution measu
using LDPT is shown in the inset of Fig. 1 over a durati

FIG. 1. The three-dimensional mean square displacem
kDr2stdl, as a function of time for polystyrene spheres in
viscoelastic entanglement network of polyethylene oxides5 3
105 mol. wt.d at 3% by mass in water determined using LDP
(radiusa  0.26 mm; upper curve) and DWS (a  0.49 mm;
lower curve). Inset: two-dimensional trajectory measured us
LDPT at a sampling rate of 15 kHz over 1 s.
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of 1 s at a sampling rate of 15 kHz. The sphere remain
in the linear voltage-displacement region at all times, an
successive displacements are several orders of magnitu
smaller than the sphere’s size. This trajectory is muc
more compact than that for a sphere in water due to th
elasticity of the polymer network. Using this trajectory,
we calculatekDr2stdl in two dimensions by sweeping the
time lag and averaging over all possible initial times
assuming a stationary process [8]. We multiply this resu
by 3y2 to obtainkDr2stdl in three dimensions. To extend
kDr2stdl to longer times, a sampling rate of 150 Hz is
also used;kDr2stdl for both rates are shown in Fig. 1
(upper curve). The measuredkDr2stdl are reproducible
to 10% standard deviation. Because of the entangleme
elasticity of the PEO network,kDr2stdl is subdiffusive at
the earliest times, whereas at longer times, the slope
the log-log plot approaches unity, reflecting a termina
diffusive behavior due to the relaxation of entanglement
Mechanical vibrations of the stage introduce an oscillator
error in kDr2stdl which is maximum att ø 5 3 1023 s.

We have also measuredkDr2stdl using transmission
DWS with a 2 mm thick rectangular cell. We illuminate
the cell with an intensity-stabilized argon-ion laser in a
single frequency mode atl  514 nm. The scattering
mean free path of the light,lp  166 mm [9], is much
smaller than the cell thickness, ensuring strong multipl
scattering from the spheres; scattering from the polymer
negligible by comparison. Correlation spectroscopy of th
fluctuations of the scattered light intensity, caused by th
motion of the spheres, is made using a digital correlato
fed by a single-mode optical fiber and photomultiplier
detection system. From the intensity correlation function
we calculatekDr2stdl [9], as shown by the lower curve in
Fig. 1. The shapes of the DWS and LDPTkDr2stdl are
in excellent agreement, and the LDPTkDr2stdl lies nearly
a factor of 2 above the DWSkDr2stdl, as expected for
spheres witha differing by a factor of 1.9. The remaining
error of about 10% may result from coupling of the
sphere’s axial motions to the transverse LDPT voltages.

Assuming that the complex fluid can be treated a
an isotropic, incompressible continuum around a spher
the fluid’s viscoelastic spectrum,̃Gssd, can be calculated
from the unilateral Laplace transform ofkDr2stdl using a
generalized Stokes-Einstein equation [6],

G̃ssd 
kBT

paskDr̃2ssdl
, (1)

wheres is the Laplace frequency andkB is Boltzmann’s
constant. Equation (1) is based on a generalized Langev
equation which describes the sphere’s motion in th
continuum (neglecting the sphere’s inertia), and it i
consistent with energy equipartition and the fluctuation
dissipation theorem. However, Eq. (1) is also based o
the implicit assumption that Stokes drag for viscou
fluids (no-slip boundary conditions) can be generalized t
viscoelastic fluids at alls. Since this assumption may not
3283
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be true in general, Eq. (1) is phenomenological. Fro
the measuredkDr2stdl, we avoid the truncation errors
introduced by taking the numerical Laplace transform
and instead estimatẽGssd by substitutingkDr2stdl into an
algebraic Stokes-Einstein form,

G̃ssd ø
kBT

pakDr2stdlGf1 1 s≠ lnkDr2stdly≠ ln tdg

É
t1ys

,

(2)

whereG is the gamma function. This form is physically
justified since the slope ofkDr2stdl on a log-log plot must
lie between zero and one, and the gamma function (whi
deviates from unity by at most 12%) is the conversio
factor between transform pairs; it matches the numeric
Laplace transform fors at which truncation errors are
negligible. We calculateGrstd by taking the inverse
Laplace transform of̃Gssd using the canonical method of
relaxation spectra [4]; a fit of̃Gssd to SjGjsyss 1 1ytjdg
(with tj chosen logarithmically to cover the desired rang
of s) is made using a nonlinear least squares routin
and Gr std is reconstructed from a sum of decaying
exponentials using weights,Gj, determined from the
fit. The weights also determine the unilateral Fourie
cosine and sine transforms ofGr std, which give G0svd
and G00svd, respectively [4]. This procedure provides
an unbiased way to determine all relevant moduli from
kDr2stdl.

We computeG̃ssd from kDr2stdl obtained using LDPT
and DWS, as shown by the solid circles in Fig. 2; th
G̃ssd are nearly identical. By fittingG̃ssd, we calculate
jGpsvdj (open circles) andGr std (inset). At the lowv,
jGpsvdj rises with a slope of nearly unity; the termina
diffusive behavior in kDr2stdl is equivalent to a low

FIG. 2. Frequency-dependent magnitude of the viscoelas
spectrum, G̃ssd (solid circles), for the 3% PEO solution
determined from LDPT and DWS (lower and upper curves
Also plotted is the magnitude of the complex modulus
jGpsvdj, from LDPT and DWS (open circles) and mechanica
rheometry (large diamonds). Inset: the corresponding tempo
dependence of the stress relaxation modulus,Gr std
3284
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frequency viscosity associated with the relaxation o
colloidal entanglements. For largerv, the slope becomes
much less than one, reflecting a plateau elasticity o
the network corresponding to the confinement regio
in kDr2stdl. At the highestv, attained using DWS,
the slope begins to rise toward unity again, reflectin
the approach to an effective molecular viscosity of th
water and polymer. We compare thisjGpsvdj with that
measured for the pure PEO solution using a controlle
strain rheometer with a cone and plate geometry (samp
volume of 0.2 ml) at a strain ofg  0.02 in the linear
regime. The mechanicaljGpsvdj confirm those found
from LDPT and DWS.

Having demonstrated the validity of our approach
for a PEO network, we apply it to concentrated DNA
in a saline buffer. We disperse linear, double-strande
DNA from calf thymus having an average numbe
N  1.3 3 104 base pairs atCDNA  10 mgyml in an
aqueous buffer containing [tris-HCl]spH 7.9d  10 mM,
fNaClg  50 mM, fKClg  50 mM, fMgCl2g  5 mM,
fBSAg  15 mgyml, and fEDTAg  0.1 mM. (BSA
is bovine serum albumin, and EDTA is ethylene
diaminetetra-acetic acid.) These DNA are available i
sufficient quantity to permit mechanical measurement
Agitation over one week renders the solution homoge
neous. Even atf ø 0.01, microscopy reveals aggregation
of the spheres. This aggregation precludes the use
DWS to determineGpsvd, since DWS averages over the
motion of all particles, including those surrounded by
neighbors within the aggregate; this motion is not th
same as that for an isolated particle in the DNA solution
so Eq. (1) cannot be used. However, since LDPT work
at effectively zerof, this problem is eliminated, and
Gpsvd can be measured.

A comparison ofG0svd and G00svd for concentrated
DNA measured mechanically (solid and open diamond
and using LDPT (solid and dashed lines) with piezoelec
tric calibration setting the magnitude is shown in Fig. 3
The two methods agree remarkably well; moreover, LDP
extends two decades higher inv. The concentrated DNA
exhibits classical features of polymer entanglement ne
works, including a plateau elasticity at highv and a low
frequency viscous relaxation of entanglements at lowv.

The feasibility of using LDPT to determine macro-
scopic viscoelasticity hinges upon several assumption
The good agreement we find for the PEO entangleme
network is strong evidence that the local moduli surround
ing the particle are identical to the bulk moduli; this con
tinuum assumption underlying Eq. (1) holds as expecte
for j ø a, but it may break down foraj. Our observa-
tions also directly show that the PEO entanglement ne
work is an ergodic material, sincekDr2stdl determined
by ensemble averaging over many probe spheres (DW
is equivalent tokDr2stdl determined by time averaging
over the motion of a single isolated sphere assuming
stationary process (LDPT). This equivalence is implie
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FIG. 3. Frequency dependence of the storage and loss mod
G0svd and G00svd, for DNA s1.3 3 104 kbpd at 10 mgyml
in an aqueous saline buffer measured using LDPT (solid a
dashed lines) and mechanically (solid and open diamonds). T
measured viscoelastic spectrum,G̃ssd, from LDPT is coplotted
as the solid circles.

since the measuredjGpsvdj ! 0 asv ! 0. By contrast,
for nonergodic materials, such as glasses which can ha
structural modes of relaxation related to length scal
much greater thana, these two averages are not equiva
lent, and it may be necessary to track many particle
at different localities within the material to build a true
ensemble-averagedkDr2stdl from which the moduli can
be extracted.

In addition to LDPT, we have used video par
ticle tracking (VPT) [10] as a complementary techniqu
and obtained good agreement with all other method
For weak materials in which the particle may diffuse
quickly out of the linear voltage-distance range of LDPT
VPT is more appropriate. According to Eq. (1) and th
nanometer-scale spatial resolution, VPT is limited t
jGpsvdj # 103 dynycm2 and frequencies less than 15 Hz
for micron-sized spheres, whereas we project that LDP
can be used to measure extremely elastic complex flu
with jGpsvdj # 107 dynycm2, due to its higher spatial
resolution.

Since particles can be tracked in many ways, we env
sion numerous extensions of the essential microrheolo
uli,
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cal method we have presented. Faster video hardw
may be used to increase the frequency range of VP
and faster A/D sampling may allow LDPT to reach th
megahertz range, rivalling DWS. Interferometric particl
tracking methods [11] may also be used to attain sim
larly high resolution, albeit only in a single dimension
Confocal microscopy may permit full real-space visua
ization of the trajectory. By detectingkDr2stdl along in-
dependent directions, it may be possible to measure
anisotropic viscoelastic moduli of materials having or
ented microstructures. Ultimately, the tracking of o
ganelle motion inside cells using the principles we ha
outlined may yield a completely noninvasive method f
in vivo microrheology.
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